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Abstract
In speech enhancement, MetricGAN-based ap-
proaches reduce the discrepancy between the
Lp loss and evaluation metrics by utilizing a
non-differentiable evaluation metric as the ob-
jective function. However, optimizing multiple
metrics simultaneously remains challenging ow-
ing to the problem of confusing gradient direc-
tions. In this paper, we propose an effective
multi-metric optimization method in MetricGAN
via online knowledge distillation—MetricGAN-
OKD. MetricGAN-OKD, which consists of mul-
tiple generators and target metrics, related by a
one-to-one correspondence, enables generators
to learn with respect to a single metric reliably
while improving performance with respect to
other metrics by mimicking other generators. Ex-
perimental results on speech enhancement and
listening enhancement tasks reveal that the pro-
posed method significantly improves performance
in terms of multiple metrics compared to exist-
ing multi-metric optimization methods. Further,
the good performance of MetricGAN-OKD is ex-
plained in terms of network generalizability and
correlation between metrics.

1. Introduction
Speech enhancement (SE) involves the improvement of the
intelligibility and perceptual quality of human speech in
noisy environments. SE is a crucial task in various speech-
related applications, such as automatic speech recognition
(ASR), teleconference systems, and hearing aids. Although
recent deep learning-based models (Tan & Wang, 2018; Yin
et al., 2020; Defossez et al., 2020; Hao et al., 2021; Park
et al., 2022) have significantly improved SE performance,
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dissonance continues to exist between the evaluation metrics
and the Lp distance loss (e.g., L1 or L2), typically used as
the objective function. Existing studies have demonstrated
that this problem arises because the Lp loss is not highly
correlated with the evaluation metrics designed to consider
human auditory perception (Bagchi et al., 2018; Fu et al.,
2018; Zhao et al., 2018; Manocha et al., 2020). To reduce
this dissonance, several studies (Fu et al., 2018; Zhao et al.,
2018; Martin-Donas et al., 2018; Fu et al., 2019a; Kim et al.,
2019) have directly optimized the evaluation metrics, such
as the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ; Rix
et al. 2001) and short-time objective intelligibility (STOI;
Taal et al. 2011). Some (Fu et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018)
have demonstrated that adopting the STOI metric as an
objective function improves speech intelligibility. Others
(Martin-Donas et al., 2018; Fu et al., 2019a; Kim et al.,
2019) have utilized the metric function approximation or
policy gradient approaches owing to the profound complex-
ity and not completely differentiable nature of the PESQ
metric (Fu et al., 2019b). However, the disadvantages of
these methods include the following: (i) Lack of flexibility
and scalability for application to other metrics. (ii) Ineffi-
cient training costs and limited performance improvements
(Fu et al., 2019b; 2021).

Alternatively, generative adversarial network (GAN; Good-
fellow et al. 2014)-based approaches (Pascual et al., 2017;
Donahue et al., 2018), which train a generator using adver-
sarial loss, have been proposed in SE. However, as in the
case of the Lp loss, the conventional adversarial loss that
considers the authenticity of a given sample is not conso-
nant with the optimization of the evaluation metric (Fu et al.,
2019b).

To overcome the aforementioned problems, MetricGAN
(Fu et al., 2019b), which is a GAN-based architecture that
utilizes non-differentiable evaluation metrics as objective
functions with efficient cost, was proposed. MetricGAN
consists of a surrogate function (discriminator) that learns
the behavior of the metric function and a generator that
generates enhanced speech based on the guidance of the
discriminator. Following demonstrations verifying that Met-
ricGAN optimizes metric scores directly, optimization of
multiple metrics to improve different metrics representing
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various aspects of human auditory perception has been at-
tempted. Some studies (Li et al., 2020; Li & Yamagishi,
2021) have proposed multi-metric optimization versions
of MetricGAN in listening enhancement (LE) tasks that
improve speech intelligibility on the listener’s side. They
employed multiple nodes in the final layer of the discrimina-
tor corresponding to the number of target metrics to be used
for optimization. Although these studies have demonstrated
the potential of multi-metric optimization, simultaneous per-
formance improvements are still limited. For example, a
single-target metric model often performs better in terms of
a particular metric than a model trained on multiple metrics.

This phenomenon is attributed to the one-to-many matching
between a generator and multiple metrics. In the context of
SE tasks, several metrics, such as PESQ, STOI, speech in-
telligibility in bits (SIIB; Van Kuyk et al. 2017), hearing-aid
speech perception index (HASPI; Kates & Arehart 2014),
and extended STOI (ESTOI; Jensen & Taal 2016), have
been proposed to reflect various aspects of human auditory
perception. As these metrics have inherently different prop-
erties, discriminators trained using multiple metrics may
provide a single generator with confusing gradient directions
that limit stable optimization and network generalizability.

From another perspective, as the discriminator of Metric-
GAN serves as the loss function, multi-metric optimization
can be regarded as a multi-task or multi-objective optimiza-
tion problem. In general, multi-objective problems involve
conflicting objectives (Sener & Koltun, 2018). A standard
compromise is to optimize a linear combination of multiple
losses. However, although this strategy functions well when
multiple objectives do not compete with each other (Sener &
Koltun, 2018), in our case, multiple objectives can conflict
owing to the differences between the properties of various
metrics when a generator is trained in terms of multiple
metrics directly.

In this paper, we propose an effective multi-metric optimiza-
tion method for MetricGAN via online knowledge distil-
lation (MetricGAN-OKD) to improve the performance in
terms of all target metrics. To mitigate the aforementioned
problem involving confusing gradient directions, we design
a special OKD learning scheme, which consists of a one-to-
one correspondence between generators and target metrics.
In particular, each generator learns from the gradient of
each discriminator trained using a single target metric for
stability. Subsequently, other metrics are improved by trans-
ferring knowledge of other generators trained on different
metrics to the target generator. This strategy enables stable
multi-metric optimization, where the generator learns the tar-
get metric from a single discriminator easily and improves
multiple metrics by mimicking other generators.

Extensive experiments on SE and LE tasks reveal that the
proposed MetricGAN-OKD outperforms existing single-

and multi-metric optimization methods significantly. In par-
ticular, compared to causal models, the models trained using
the proposed method outperform state-of-the-art models in
terms of PESQ and COVL using 23 and 82 times fewer pa-
rameters and floating point operations (FLOPs), respectively.
Besides quantitative evaluation, we explain the success of
MetricGAN-OKD in terms of high network generalizability
and the correlation between different metrics.

2. Related Work
2.1. MetricGAN

GAN is a representative generative method and has been
adopted in various domains. In SE, SEGAN (Pascual et al.,
2017) and FSEGAN (Donahue et al., 2018) utilize the GAN
structure, which provides real or fake labels (i.e., 0 or 1)
while training the discriminator. Although these methods
improve SE performance, the use of discrete labels to train
discriminators may not be completely relevant to the opti-
mization of evaluation metrics (Fu et al., 2019b). In addi-
tion, previous studies (Fu et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018)
have demonstrated that Lp loss, which is widely used as
a loss function, does not optimize evaluation metrics de-
signed to reflect human auditory perception satisfactorily.
To resolve these problems, MetricGAN utilizes evaluation
metric scores (continuous) as labels during discriminator
training. In this way, the discriminator acts as a surrogate
function similar to the evaluation metric, while the genera-
tor learns to optimize the evaluation metric directly using a
gradient direction of the discriminator. In a follow-up study,
Kawanaka et al. (2020) proposed an improved cost function
that includes noisy speech during discriminator training to
train MetricGAN stably. Additionally, MetricGAN+ (Fu
et al., 2021) was proposed by improving MetricGAN using
several training techniques.

2.2. Multi-MetricGAN Methods

In MetricGAN (Fu et al., 2019b), the authors also explored
the optimization of multiple metrics. They employed a
single generator and N discriminators corresponding to N
distinct target metrics. Each discriminator learns from a
single metric, and the generator is updated by the discrimi-
nator based on the largest loss in each iteration. Although
the conclusions of the aforementioned paper imply that
multi-metric optimization is possible in SE, it indicates the
difficulty of simultaneous optimization under extreme con-
ditions (e.g., in the absence of high positive correlation
between the evaluation metrics; Fu et al. 2019b).

Li et al. (2020) proposed iMetricGAN, a modified version
of MetricGAN, for LE. Similar to MetricGAN, iMetric-
GAN consists of a generator and a discriminator; but its
discriminator has multiple output nodes corresponding to
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the number of target metrics. In addition, Li & Yamagishi
(2021) proposed a new framework for LE consisting of a
generator, a multi-node intelligibility discriminator, and a
multi-node quality discriminator to improve performance in
terms of both intelligibility and quality metrics.

2.3. Online Knowledge Distillation

Knowledge distillation (KD; Hinton et al. 2015), which was
first proposed in the field of image recognition, improves
compact student networks using knowledge gained from
large teacher networks. KD has also been widely used to
improve the performance of student networks in SE tasks
(Nakaoka et al., 2021; Shin et al., 2022). Online knowledge
distillation (OKD; Zhang et al. 2018; Guo et al. 2020), a
practical variant of KD, performs mutual learning among
student models during the training phase, instead of a one-
sided knowledge transfer from a pre-trained teacher network
to a student network. Specifically, OKD begins training with
initialized student networks, and each student is trained us-
ing standard cross entropy (CE) loss as well as a mimicry
loss (e.g., KL loss–Kullback-Leibler divergence loss) that
penalizes the difference between predictions of student net-
works. In terms of efficacy of KD and OKD, several studies
(Pereyra et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018) have demonstrated
that KD can help a network converge to flat minima, im-
proving its generalizability.

3. Methodology
This section describes the overall training flow and the for-
mulation of general MetricGAN comprising a discriminator
(D) and a generator (G). The MetricGAN-OKD method is
also introduced here.

3.1. Overall Workflow

The goal of the standard SE model is to remove background
noise n from noisy speech x. The noisy speech x is defined
as a mixture of clean speech y and background noise n.
In MetricGAN-based method, the SE model G receives
noisy speech (spectrogram) x as input and outputs enhanced
speech ŷ ≈ y. This can be formulated as follows:

x = y + n, ŷ = G(x) (1)

1. Discriminator Flow MetricGAN (Fu et al., 2019b)
introduces a metric function (Q) to train D, and D is
learned to approximate Q. As depicted in Figure 1b,
to this end, D receives inputs in the same way that
Q receives predictions and labels for metric calcula-
tions (i.e., D(ŷ, y) and Q(ŷ, y)). D is then trained to
minimize the difference between D and Q outputs.

2. Generator – Standard Flow The dotted blocks of
Figure 1a illustrate the standard flow of the training

process of G (red arrow). Given noisy speech, G pro-
duces enhanced speech from it. The enhanced speech
and the corresponding clean speech are then transmit-
ted to D to obtain prediction scores. G is trained to
reduce the difference between the prediction scores
and the allocated scores, s. To produce clean speech, s
is set to the maximum score of the evaluation metrics.

3. Generator – Distillation Flow Given multiple Gs
trained in terms of different metrics, enhanced speeches
(spectrograms) are obtained from each G based on a
singular input noisy speech. Each G mimics the en-
hanced speeches of other Gs to improve performance
in terms of other metrics, as depicted in the OKD flow
presented in Figure 1a (blue arrow). To match the
enhanced speeches, we use standard L2 loss.

All Gs and Ds are optimized alternately in each epoch
until convergence. Our training algorithm is presented in
Appendix A.

3.2. MetricGAN

Discriminator In MetricGAN, the goal of D is to serve
as a surrogate function of Q by imitating it. Following
previous studies (Kawanaka et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2021),
we formulate the objective function of D as follows:

LD = Ex,y[(D(y, y)−Q′(y, y))2 + (D(x, y)− (2)

Q′(x, y))2 + (D(G(x), y)−Q′(G(x), y))2],

where Q′(·) refers to the target metric function normalized
to [0, 1]. The three terms in Equation (2) are used to mini-
mize the difference between D(·) and Q′(·) based on clean,
noisy, enhanced speech, respectively. In this way, the three
terms enable D to learn the quality distribution of the signal.

Generator In MetricGAN, G, i.e., the enhancement net-
work, receives noisy speech and generates enhanced speech.
Then, D acts as a differentiable surrogate function by receiv-
ing the enhanced and clean speeches as input and generating
scores that mimic metric scores. G only utilizes a gradient
direction provided by D because the adversarial loss of D
is more effective than Lp loss. The objective function is
defined as follows:

LG = Ex[(D(G(x), y)− s)2], (3)

where s denotes the score that determines the level of en-
hanced speech produced by G. s is simply set to 1 to gen-
erate clean speech. In this way, G is trained to achieve the
highest possible metric scores.

3.3. MetricGAN via Online Knowledge Distillation

To avoid the problem of confusing gradient directions, we
propose MetricGAN-OKD, which consists of multiple Gs
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Figure 1. The overall framework of MetricGAN-OKD v1. For simplicity, (a) represents the generator training process with respect to two
target metrics, and (b) represents the training process of each discriminator.

Table 1. The number of generators, discriminators, nodes in the dis-
criminator, and target metrics corresponding to different methods.
MGAN denotes MetricGAN.

Method # Gs # Ds # D nodes # target metrics

MGAN(+) (Fu et al., 2019b; 2021) 1 1 1 1
Multi-D MGAN (Fu et al., 2019b) 1 n 1 n
Multi-node MGAN (Li et al., 2020) 1 1 n n
MGAN-OKD v1 (ours) n n 1 n
MGAN-OKD v2 (ours) n 1 n n

and target metrics related by a one-to-one correspondence.
Table 1 lists the differences between the proposed frame-
work and existing methods. The first row corresponds to
MetricGAN(+), a single-metric optimization method. The
other rows correspond to multi-metric optimization methods.
Existing multi-metric methods, Multi-D and Multi-node
MetricGAN, use a one-to-many correspondence, consist-
ing of a single G and multiple target metrics. In particular,
Multi-D MetricGAN adopts a single G and multiple Ds, and
each D learns from each target metric. Multi-node Metric-
GAN adopts a single G and a single D; but, in this case, D
contains multiple output nodes corresponding to the number
of target metrics. Thus, in summary, in existing multi-metric
methods, a single G is directly trained in terms of multiple
target metrics, which may induce unstable optimization due
to conflicting directions of multiple metrics gradients. We
hypothesize that this can lead to sharpness of the loss land-

scape and degrade the generalization performance of the
network (which will be explored in Section 5.2).

We propose the strategy that enables indirect training with
respect to multiple metrics addressing the aforementioned is-
sues by performing multi-metric optimization using KD. To
apply KD to a multi-metric optimization pipeline, the follow-
ing typical KD approach may be considered: a network is
trained in terms of a single metric to be used as a pre-trained
teacher network, and, subsequently, a student network is
trained with respect to another metric while mimicking the
predictions of the teacher network (Refer to Appendix D.1
for related experiments). However, this approach suffers
from the disadvantage of being at least a two-stage train-
ing process. Thus, its complexity increases rapidly as the
number of target metrics to be optimized increases.

To achieve stable multi-metric optimization and an efficient
training process simultaneously, we design an OKD learning
scheme with a one-stage training process and comparable
efficacy to KD. Based on the design of D in previously
proposed multi-metric methods, we propose two versions
of MetricGAN-OKD: (i) Multiple GGGs–Multiple DDDs (Re-
fer to Figure 1). (ii) Multiple GGGs–Multi-node DDD (Refer
to Figure 4 in Appendix B). We assume that there are N
different target metrics. The first version (v1) consists of
N different Gs and Ds related by a complete one-to-one
correspondence. Therefore, each G and D are trained in the
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same way as in the case of a single MetricGAN, which is
given by Equations (2) and (3), except for the target metric
type. The second version (v2) is composed of N different
Gs and a single D with N output nodes. The single D is
simultaneously trained in terms of multiple metrics, and
each node in the final output learns from each target metric
score. To construct a one-to-one correspondence, we design
the framework in such a way that the single G learns from
the gradient of one node representing one metric. In both
versions, the objective function of each D is defined as:

LDi
= Ex,y[(Di(y, y)−Q′

i(y, y))
2 + (Di(x, y)− (4)

Q′
i(x, y))

2 + (Di(Gi(x), y)−Q′
i(Gi(x), y))

2],

where 1 ≤ i ≤ N , and Di denotes the ith D in version 1
and the ith node of the output in version 2.

In terms of G, the training process is divided into the stan-
dard and OKD flows, as depicted in Figure 1a. In the stan-
dard flow, Gi learns from the gradient of Di (red arrow in
Figure 1a) trained on ith single metric as follows:

LGi(standard) = Ex[(Di(Gi(x), y)− si)
2] (5)

In the OKD flow, Gi mimics the Gj trained using differ-
ent target metrics by minimizing the element-wise differ-
ence between enhanced spectrograms, Gi(x) and Gj(x),
as indicated by the blue arrow in Figure 1a. Unlike the
classification tasks that use logits for distillation, we use
spectrogram-level outputs. The objective function is defined
as follows:

LGi(OKD) = Ex

[
N∑
j=1

|Gi(x)−Gj(x)|2
]
, if i ̸= j (6)

The total loss of each generator Gi is defined by combining
the standard and OKD flow losses as follows:

LGi = LGi(standard) + α× LGi(OKD), (7)

where α denotes the weight of the OKD flow. In this way,
our Gs perform multi-metric optimization stably without
succumbing to the problem of confusing gradient directions.

The efficacy of MetricGAN-OKD can be explained intu-
itively as follows. In the standard flow, the gradient of D
leads G along the direction in which only the target metric
loss is minimized—the improvement of other metrics is not
considered. On the other hand, spectrograms of OKD flow
contain information related to various metrics in addition to
the target metric (Refer to Table 5 for related experiments).
Therefore, mimicking the spectrogram can be considered
to be similar to KL loss that increases the posterior entropy
by matching class probabilities between teacher and student
networks. In image classification, several studies (Pereyra
et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018; Chaudhari et al., 2019) have

demonstrated that high posterior entropy aids convergence
of networks to flat minima, improving their generalizabil-
ity. Based on this fact, we explore the generalizability of
MetricGAN-OKD in Section 5.2.

4. Experiments
To validate the proposed method, experiments were con-
ducted on SE and LE tasks.

4.1. Common Experimental Configuration

Baselines To validate the effect of MetricGAN-OKD, the
performance of the proposed method is compared with those
of the existing single- and multi-metric optimization meth-
ods listed in Table 1. For simplicity, single-target Metric-
GAN defined with respect to a single metric is denoted by
metric name-GAN (e.g., PESQ-GAN or SIIB-GAN). To
ensure fair comparison, all baselines and training schemes
are reimplemented in PyTorch and all experiments are per-
formed using the same environment and hyperparameters.

Implementation details For architecture, the G and D
structures proposed in MetricGAN+ (Fu et al., 2021) are
adopted in both SE and LE. G consists of two bidirectional-
LSTM (Weninger et al., 2015) layers and two fully-
connected layers. D is composed of four 2D convolution
layers, an average-pooling layer, and three fully-connected
layers. We refer to Appendix E for the architecture details.
For other setups, we use Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 0.0005 for G and D. The number of samples per
epoch and history portion of the replay buffer (Refer to
Appendix A.1) are set to 100 and 0.2, respectively, as in
MetricGAN+ (Fu et al., 2021). The batch size is set to one,
and the signal is downsampled to 16 kHz. An input spectro-
gram with 257 frequency bins is generated using window
and hop lengths of 512 and 256, respectively. Moreover, the
total number of epochs of SE and LE are set to 750 and 100,
respectively. Finally, the value of the loss function weight,
α, is set to ten and five in SE and LE tasks, respectively.

4.2. Speech Enhancement

The goal of the SE task is to remove background noise from
noisy speech. MetricGAN was introduced in the context
of this task. However, to the best of our knowledge, multi-
metric optimization has not been extensively investigated
in SE. Thus, the following extensive experiments are per-
formed in SE.

Dataset The VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset (Valentini-
Botinhao et al., 2017) is used for validation. The VoiceBank-
DEMAND dataset consists of 30 speakers, of which 28 are
used to comprise the training/validation dataset and the re-
maining two are used to comprise the test dataset. The
training/validation and test datasets contain 11,572 utter-
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Table 2. Evaluation results on VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset.
PESQ and CSIG are selected as target metrics for optimization.
For all metrics, higher values are better.

Method Target Metric KD Metric PESQ CSIG CBAK COVL

Single MGAN PESQ (PE) - 3.13 4.13 3.03 3.61
CSIG (CS) - 3.11 4.23 3.07 3.68

Multi-D MGAN PE+CS - 3.14 4.21 3.09 3.67

Multi-node MGAN PE+CS - 3.13 4.22 3.15 3.68

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours) PE CS 3.20 4.23 3.11 3.71
CS PE 3.12 4.25 3.10 3.68

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours) PE CS 3.24 4.23 3.07 3.73
CS PE 3.19 4.26 3.12 3.72

ances with four signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (15, 10, 5, and
0 dB) levels and 824 utterances with four SNR (17.5, 12.5,
7.5, and 2.5 dB) levels, respectively.

Target and evaluation metrics Identical target and evalua-
tion metrics are adopted for training and evaluation. PESQ
and composite measures (CSIG, CBAK, and COVL; Hu &
Loizou 2007), which are widely used in SE, are selected
for this purpose. CSIG, CBAK, and COVL are used to ver-
ify the signal distortion, intrusiveness of noise, and overall
quality of the signal, respectively. The PESQ score ranges
from -0.5 to 4.5. Values of the three composite measures
range from 1 to 5. Note that all scores are normalized to [0,
1] during training.

Results Two main experiments are conducted with [PESQ,
CSIG] and [PESQ, CSIG, CBAK, COVL] as the target met-
rics. As reported in Table 2, Multi-D and Multi-node Met-
ricGAN exhibit higher CSIG scores and comparable PESQ
scores compared to the PESQ-GAN. However, compared
to the CSIG-GAN, they exhibit lower CSIG scores, which
indicates that the multi-metric optimization performed by
the existing methods is insufficient. On the other hand,
the proposed methods are observed to outperform PESQ-
and CSIG-GAN significantly in terms of both PESQ and
CSIG. In particular, models of OKD v2 achieve perfor-
mance improvements with large margins in the PESQ score.
Moreover, Table 3 presents the results in the case involving
four target metrics. Similar to the results listed in Table 2,
previously proposed multi-metric methods exhibit limited
improvement in multi-metric performance, whereas the pro-
posed methods achieve significant improvement. Finally,
the proposed method generates as many models as the num-
ber of target metrics, enabling the selection of a single pre-
ferred model depending on the task during the inference
phase. We refer to Appendix D for further experiments.

Comparison with State-of-the-art Causal Methods In
SE, causality is an essential condition for real-time op-
eration, and causality-based models should rely only on
inputs on steps prior to the current step, instead of rely-
ing on future information. The efficacy of the proposed
method for causality-based models is thus experimentally

Table 3. Evaluation results on VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset.
PESQ, CSIG, CBAK, and COVL are selected as target metrics for
optimization.

Method Target Metric KD Metric PESQ CSIG CBAK COVL

Single MGAN

PESQ (PE) - 3.13 4.13 3.03 3.61
CSIG (CS) - 3.11 4.23 3.07 3.68

CBAK (CB) - 2.97 4.10 3.32 3.53
COVL (CO) - 3.12 4.20 3.14 3.69

Multi-D MGAN PE+CS+CB+CO - 3.12 4.18 3.25 3.65

Multi-node MGAN PE+CS+CB+CO - 3.09 4.22 3.24 3.67

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours)

PE CS+CB+CO 3.14 4.22 3.24 3.67
CS PE+CB+CO 3.11 4.25 3.25 3.67
CB PE+CS+CO 2.98 4.12 3.32 3.53
CO PE+CS+CB 3.13 4.29 3.23 3.71

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours)

PE CS+CB+CO 3.15 4.26 3.25 3.71
CS PE+CB+CO 3.12 4.26 3.22 3.69
CB PE+CS+CO 3.10 4.26 3.30 3.69
CO PE+CS+CB 3.13 4.27 3.24 3.71

Table 4. Comparison with state-of-the-art causality-based methods
on VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset. MetricGAN-based methods are
trained using PESQ, CSIG, and CBAK as target metrics. The three
rows of MGAN-OKD represent models trained with PESQ, CSIG,
and CBAK as the main metric, respectively. FLOPs are computed
using a duration of four seconds at 16 kHz.

Method Params FLOPs PESQ CSIG CBAK COVL

Non-MetricGAN methods
DEMUCS (Defossez et al., 2020) 18.87M 34.56G 2.93 4.22 3.25 3.52

CleanUNet (Kong et al., 2022) 39.77M 104.7G 2.88 4.32 3.41 3.63

MetricGAN-based methods
Multi-D MGAN 0.82M 0.42G 2.98 4.14 3.21 3.56

Multi-node MGAN 0.82M 0.42G 2.98 4.13 3.18 3.55

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours) 0.82M 0.42G
3.12 4.17 3.13 3.64
3.07 4.21 3.14 3.64
3.00 4.12 3.22 3.56

verified. To this end, bidirectional-LSTM layers are mod-
ified to unidirectional-LSTM layers in the G architecture
described in Section 4.1. Table 4 lists the experimental re-
sults obtained using MetricGAN-based and state-of-the-art
non-MetricGAN methods. The proposed method exhibits
significant improvement in overall performance compared
to existing multi-MetricGAN methods. Further, the mod-
els trained using the proposed method are observed to out-
perform DEMUCS and CleanUNet in terms of PESQ and
COVL with significantly fewer parameters and FLOPs.

Ablation Study To investigate the reasons why the proposed
method enables stable optimization despite the presence of
multiple loss terms (i.e., standard and OKD terms), addi-
tional experiments are conducted by employing identical
metrics as multiple target metrics. In other words, the source
of additional knowledge is investigated in the absence of
information about different metrics. This configuration can
be considered to be similar to the OKD of the image classifi-
cation problem in that multiple models solve identical main
tasks. The blocks in Table 5 present the results obtained us-
ing PESQ and CSIG as singular target metrics. As evidenced
by both blocks, Multi-node MGAN performs comparably
to single-metric MGAN, whereas the proposed method im-
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Table 5. Ablation study on efficacy of identical target metrics on
VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset. In this experiment, both output
nodes of Multi-node MGAN are trained with respect to identical
PESQ or CSIG metrics. In the proposed method, both models are
trained using the identical PESQ or CSIG metric using the OKD
scheme.

Method Target Metric KD Metric PESQ CSIG CBAK COVL

Single MGAN PESQ (PE) - 3.13 4.13 3.03 3.61

Multi-node MGAN PE+PE - 3.15 4.05 3.07 3.58

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours) PE PE 3.16 4.16 3.17 3.66
PE PE 3.17 4.15 3.17 3.65

Single MGAN CSIG (CS) - 3.11 4.23 3.07 3.68

Multi-node MGAN CS+CS - 3.11 4.25 3.12 3.69

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours) CS CS 3.17 4.26 3.13 3.71
CS CS 3.17 4.27 3.16 3.71

proves performance with respect to different metrics, as well
as the target metric, significantly. In particular, even in the
absence of additional information about other metrics, a sig-
nificant improvement in the performance of other metrics is
observed. This suggests that spectrogram-level distillation
transfers information related to various metrics. Therefore,
thanks to this property, MetricGAN-OKD induces stable
optimization even with multiple loss terms during training.

4.3. Listening Enhancement

The goal of the LE task is to improve intelligibility by chang-
ing the input speech in situations where the noise on the
listener side is stationary. We refer to Appendix C for for-
mulating the LE problem.

Dataset In the LE experiment, two public English speeches
(one male speaker; Valentini-Botinhao et al. 2019 and one
female speaker; Demonte 2019), created using Harvard Sen-
tences (Rothauser, 1969), are used. Harvard Sentences con-
sists of 720 sentences, and sentences 1-600, 601-660, and
661-720 are used to comprise the training, validation, and
test datasets, respectively. For the training and validation
utterances, five types of noise (babble, station, restaurant,
metro, and traffic) provided by the MS-SNSD (Reddy et al.,
2019) dataset and three levels of SNRs (-11, -7, and -3 dB)
are used. To evaluate the robustness of the proposed method,
three unseen types of noise (cafeteria, neighbor, and airport
announcement; Reddy et al. 2019) and unseen levels of
SNRs (-13, -9, -5, and -1 dB) are used as the test set. In
summary, 18,000, 1,800, and 1,440 utterances are used as
training, validation, and test datasets, respectively.

Target and evaluation metrics For LE, we selected three
intelligibility measures—SIIB, HASPI, and ESTOI. SIIB
(Van Kuyk et al., 2017) is calculated based on the informa-
tion shared between clean and degraded speech signals in
bits per second. HASPI (Kates & Arehart, 2014) is based on
the cepstral correlation and auditory model that integrates
changes induced by hearing loss. HASPI v2 (Kates & Are-

Table 6. Evaluation results on the Harvard Sentences dataset. SIIB,
HASPI, and ESTOI are selected as target metrics for optimization.
For all metrics, higher values are better. All values are averaged
over five runs.

Method Target Metric KD Metric SIIB HASPI ESTOI

Unmodified - - 25.42 2.51 0.313

Single MGAN
SIIB (S) - 69.78 4.43 0.269

HASPI (H) - 65.50 4.49 0.291
ESTOI (E) - 58.57 4.05 0.355

Multi-D MGAN S+H+E - 67.71 4.42 0.332

Multi-node MGAN S+H+E - 71.07 4.53 0.328

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours)
S H, E 79.40 4.78 0.382
H S, E 78.79 4.75 0.386
E S, H 79.17 4.76 0.387

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours)
S H, E 76.32 4.68 0.374
H S, E 76.55 4.68 0.376
E S, H 74.50 4.60 0.373

Table 7. Ablation study for the weight α of the OKD flow using
MGAN-OKD v1 on Harvard Sentences dataset. Range denotes
the maximum difference between the scores of the three models.

Target KD α = 1.0 α = 5.0 α = 10.0
S H E S H E S H E

S H, E 77.7 4.63 0.345 79.4 4.78 0.382 79.1 4.79 0.405
H S, E 76.7 4.65 0.356 78.8 4.75 0.386 78.9 4.77 0.402
E S, H 76.2 4.48 0.372 79.2 4.76 0.387 78.6 4.75 0.405

Range 1.5 0.17 0.027 0.6 0.03 0.005 0.5 0.04 0.003

hart, 2021), which is an improved version of HASPI, is used
in this paper. ESTOI focuses on the spectral correlation
between clean and degraded speech. The SIIB and HASPI
scores range from 0 to +∞, and the ESTOI score ranges
from 0 to 1. For score normalization during training, lo-
gistic compression parameters used in existing study (Li &
Yamagishi, 2021) are used.

Results Experimental results for LE are presented in Ta-
ble 6. Although existing multi-metric optimization methods
show performance improvements to a certain extent, the
single-target MetricGAN outperforms these methods with
regard to certain metrics. For example, the ESTOI-GAN is
outperformed by the Multi-D and Multi-node MGANs in
terms of SIIB and HASPI; however, the ESTOI-GAN signif-
icantly outperforms the two methods in terms of ESTOI by
2.3–2.7%. In our methods, all models of v1 and v2 achieve
performance gains with large margins in terms of all metrics
compared to existing multi-metric methods. Moreover, the
models outperform the three single-target models in terms of
all metrics. This suggests that the OKD learning approach
synergizes between models trained in terms of different met-
rics as well as leads to stable multi-metric optimization by
preventing the problem of confusing gradient directions.

Ablation Study The effect corresponding to the OKD flow
weight α is evaluated. In Table 7, large overall performance
improvements on all three α values are observed, as com-
pared to existing methods listed in Table 6. In addition,
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Figure 2. Visualization of the Pearson correlation coefficient be-
tween evaluation metric scores of the five methods. Correlation
coefficients are calculated using the validation scores of the metrics
per epoch during training. The single (blue) model is trained using
PESQ or SIIB, and the others using three metrics. For the OKD
models, the model trained in terms of the main target metric of the
PESQ or SIIB is selected from among the three models generated.
The X-axis represents the combination of the three metrics.

the results obtained using α = 5 and 10 correspond to per-
formance gains with large margins in the main as well as
other KD metrics. This suggests that powerful mimicking
of the features of other generators also provides synergy for
main metric learning. In terms of the “Range”, the differ-
ence between the scores of the three models decreases with
the increase in α. This implies that the three models are
trained to predict similarly as the influence of the OKD flow
increases.

5. Discussion
In this section, we attempt to explain the performance of the
MetricGAN-OKD in terms of its high model generalizability
and the correlation between the different metrics.

5.1. Correlation Analysis between Target Metrics

The effect of the proposed method on the changes between
the validation scores of multiple metrics during multi-metric
optimization is depicted in Figure 2. A lower correlation co-
efficient indicates that the performances of the two metrics
improve or decrease together relatively infrequently. The
single-target MetricGAN (blue) exhibits the lowest corre-
lation coefficients in both the SE and LE tasks. Although
existing multi-metric methods (orange and green) achieve
an overall improvement, they exhibit lower correlation coef-
ficients compared to the proposed methods (red and purple).
This implies that the proposed framework optimizes multi-
ple metrics easily without significant conflicts between the
gradient directions of different metrics.

Table 8. Evaluation results on the unseen set mixed with Lib-
riSpeech test-clean set (Panayotov et al., 2015) and new noise
set (Hu & Wang, 2010). Each result is inferred without re-training
using the weights of the model trained on VoiceBANK-DEMAND
in Table 2 and Figure 3. (a)–(e) correspond to (a)–(e) in Figure 3.

Method Target Metric KD Metric PESQ CSIG CBAK COVL

Single MGAN (a) PESQ (PE) - 2.62 3.80 3.04 3.21

Multi-D MGAN (b) PE+CS - 2.62 3.90 3.07 3.26

Multi-node MGAN (c) PE+CS - 2.61 3.91 3.07 3.26

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours) (d) PE CS 2.70 4.01 3.12 3.36

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours) (e) PE CS 2.80 4.02 3.13 3.42

5.2. Loss Landscape and Generalization

Although KD is observed to be effective in improving gen-
eralizability of image classification, it has not been inves-
tigated in the context of SE. Therefore, in this study, we
investigate the effect of spectrogram-level distillation on the
generalizability of a model. To verify the generalizability
of the proposed method, we utilize the landscape geometry
of loss. Several studies (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997;
Li et al., 2018; Foret et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021) have
investigated the relationship between landscape geometry
(sharpness/flatness) and generalization, demonstrating that
visually flatter landscapes consistently correspond to good
generalization performance. In this section, we visualize the
loss function curvatures of five models trained in different
ways using the method proposed by Li et al. (2018).

As depicted in Figure 3, the loss landscape of single Metric-
GAN presented in (a) is flat, whereas that of existing multi-
metric methods presented in (b)–(c) exhibit sharper regions
and more fluctuations in comparison. In contrast, the pro-
posed methods exhibit smoother landscapes as depicted in
(d)–(e) despite optimizing multiple metrics simultaneously.
These results suggest the following: (1) Optimizing multiple
metrics leads to greater non-convexity of loss landscapes,
making multi-metric optimization difficult. (2) Our training
procedure aids model convergence to flat local minima with-
out significant fluctuations. (3) Even in SE, the flatness of
the loss landscape correlates with better test scores, i.e., bet-
ter generalizability. Note that the landscape of (a) is flatter
than those in (b)–(c), but a direct performance comparison
is difficult because of differences in additional information
about an additional metric (Refer to Appendix F for further
discussion and setups).

To further verify the relationship between loss landscape
flatness and generalizability, we conduct experiments using
disparate speech and noise datasets, which are datasets other
than the one used for training and testing, as presented in
Table 8. Comparisons depicted in (b)–(c) and (d)–(e) reveal
a larger difference in the score on the new test dataset as
compared to that on VoiceBANK-DEMAND, indicating
that the proposed method improves model generalizability
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Figure 3. Visualization of the loss landscapes of the models trained using different methods. The (a) is trained using PESQ, and (b)–(e)
are trained using PESQ and CSIG (Refer to the results presented in Table 2). Each loss in the landscape is computed to be equal to the
loss of D used for training. In other words, the losses corresponding to (b)–(e) are calculated by averaging the PESQ and CSIG losses,
while the loss corresponding to (a) is calculated as the PESQ loss. Test PESQ and CSIG scores are listed below each figure.

by smoothing the loss landscapes.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a MetricGAN-based multi-metric
optimization method called MetricGAN-OKD using online
knowledge distillation to address the limited simultaneous
improvement of multiple target metrics. MetricGAN-OKD,
which consists of multiple generators and target metrics,
related by a one-to-one correspondence, enables genera-
tors to learn with respect to a single target metric reliably
while improving performance with respect to other met-
rics by mimicking other generators. Extensive experiments
were conducted on SE and LE, revealing that the proposed
method achieves significant performance improvement with
respect to multiple target metrics by avoiding the problem
of confusing gradient directions. In addition to conducting
a quantitative evaluation, we also explained the desirable
performance of the MetricGAN-OKD in terms of network
generalizability and the correlation between different met-
rics. The limitations of the proposed method and directions
of future work are discussed in Appendix G.
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A. Algorithm

Algorithm 1 How to train MetricGAN-OKD
1: Input: The number of samples M , The number of target metrics and networks N , Normalized metric functions Qi,

Loss weight α, Generators Gi, Discriminators Di

2: Initialize: Gi and Di to different initial conditions, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
3: for epoch=1 to Total epochs do
4: # Generators training step
5: for m=1 to M do
6: Sample a pair of noisy and clean speeches (x, y)
7: for j=1 to N do
8: Store enhanced speeches of other generators for the OKD step:
9: ŷj ← Gj(x)

10: end for
11: for i=1 to N do
12: ŷ ← Gi(x)
13: ŝ← Di(ŷ, y)

14: Update Gi with L = ∥ŝ− 1∥2 + α×
∑N

j=1 ∥ŷ − ŷj∥2 (Equation (7))
15: end for
16: end for
17: # Discriminators training step
18: for m=1 to M do
19: Sample a pair of noisy and clean speech (x, y)
20: for i=1 to N do
21: ŷ ← Gi(x)
22: Calculate prediction and real scores from D and Q, respectively.
23: ŝc, ŝe, ŝn ← Di(y, y), Di(ŷ, y), Di(x, y)
24: sc, se, sn ← Qi(y, y), Qi(ŷ, y), Qi(x, y)
25: Update Di with L = ∥sc − ŝc∥2 + ∥sn − ŝn∥2 + ∥se − ŝe∥2 (Equation (4))
26: end for
27: end for
28: end for

We discuss the training method in Algorithm 1. In each epoch, the training phase consists of training generators and
discriminators. In the generator training phase, enhanced speeches to be used in the OKD phase are first stored in a list,
followed by the update step of each generator, which includes the standard and OKD flows. Then, each discriminator is
trained with respect to different evaluation metrics using the three terms given by Equation (4). Although a replay buffer
technique is adopted that stores enhanced speech samples during training and reuses them in discriminator training, as in the
case of MetricGAN+ (Fu et al., 2021), we describe a simple discriminator training procedure for simplicity. The replay
buffer is described below.

A.1. Replay buffer in discriminator training

A replay buffer technique proposed in MetricGAN+ (Fu et al., 2021) is adopted for discriminator training in this study.
The replay buffer stores a fraction of the enhanced speech samples per epoch during training and then reuses them during
discriminator training. For example, if the number of samples per epoch is 100 and the history portion of the replay buffer is
0.2, then 20 samples are stored. Subsequently, the discriminator is trained using 120 (100 + 20) samples in the following
epoch. In this way, the total number of samples, NT , used to train the discriminator in the epoch, T , is given by:

NT = 100 + 100× 0.2× T (8)

Although a replay buffer is significantly effective for discriminator training, its operation becomes time-consuming with the
accumulation of samples. As presented in Table 9, the training time of the replay buffer accounts for approximately 90% of
the total training time. Therefore, we intend to make the replay buffer more efficient in future work. The generator training
time is discussed in Appendix G.
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Table 9. The time spent on each component of the five training methods is measured. All methods are trained for 750 epochs in SE, and
multi-metric methods are trained with two target metrics. Experiments are conducted in the following environments—UBUNTU 20.04,
PYTHON 3.8.13, PyTorch 1.10.1, CUDA 11.3, and NVIDIA RTX A6000.

Method Training Time (hour – h) GPU Memory UsageGenerator Discriminator Replay buffer of D Total

Single MGAN 0.6 h (1.9%) 2.1 h (6.5%) 29.5 h (91.6%) 32.2 h 2.2 G

Multi-D MGAN 0.7 h (1.1%) 4.9 h (7.6%) 59.1 h (91.3%) 64.7 h 2.5 G

Multi-node MGAN 0.6 h (1.8%) 3.0 h (8.9%) 30.0 h (89.3%) 33.6 h 2.3 G

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours) 1.4 h (2.1%) 4.9 h (7.5%) 59.1 h (90.4%) 65.4 h 2.6 G

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours) 1.4 h (4.1%) 2.9 h (8.5%) 29.9 h (87.4%) 34.2 h 2.3 G

B. Figure of MetricGAN-OKD v2
The figure of MetricGAN-OKD v2 is presented in Figure 4. Unlike MetricGAN-OKD v1, the discriminators of the two
generator paths in Figure 4a are identical networks sharing weights. To achieve a one-to-one correspondence, only one
metric score from the discriminator’s several metric nodes is used during the training of each generator.

Figure 4. The overall framework of MetricGAN-OKD v2. For simplicity, (a) represents the generator training process with respect to two
target metrics, and (b) represents the training process of a multi-node discriminator.

C. Listening Enhancement
The goal of the LE task, also known as near-end SE, is to improve speech intelligibility on the listener’s side under the
equal-level signal power constraint as follows:

ŷ = G(x, n), o = ŷ + n, (9)

where x, n, and ŷ denote input speech, listener-side background noise, and enhanced speech, respectively. LE is useful
in environments where accurate speech reception is difficult due to adverse listening conditions. Some challenge contests
have been organized to improve performance in this task (Cooke et al., 2013; Rennies et al., 2020). In contrast to SE, the
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generator receives two inputs: (i) input speech (noisy, denoised, or clean speech), (ii) noise observed by the listener. The
generator in LE improves the intelligibility of the input speech in a noisy environment. The final output, o, which is the
sound heard by the listeners, is obtained by combining the enhanced speech, ŷ, obtained via G and the noise, n (including
reverberation). For discriminator training, the objective function is defined as follows:

LDi
= Ex,n[(Di(Gi(x, n), x, n)−Q

′

i(Gi(x, n), x, n))
2] (10)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ N . By optimizing this objective function, the discriminator acts as a surrogate function similar to the target
metric function, while the generator learns to improve intelligibility using surrogate guidance from the discriminator as
follows:

LGi(standard) = Ex,n[(Di(Gi(x, n), x, n)− si)
2] (11)

In the OKD flow, Gi mimics Gj trained on different target metrics by minimizing the difference between enhanced speech
ŷi and ŷj as follows:

LGi(OKD) = Ex,n

[
N∑
j=1

|Gi(x, n)−Gj(x, n)|2
]
, if i ̸= j (12)

The total loss of Gi is defined by combining the standard and OKD flow losses, where α denotes the weight of the OKD
flow.

LGi = LGi(standard) + α× LGi(OKD) (13)

D. Additional Experiments
D.1. MetricGAN with Standard KD Approach

As described in Section 3.3, although utilizing the typical KD approach for multi-metric optimization suffers from the
complexity of the training process, it can be used to resolve the problems raised in this study. Therefore, we conduct
experiments to validate the effect of MetricGAN trained using the standard KD approach, as presented in Table 10.

Table 10. Evaluation results on efficacy of standard KD approach (at least a two-stage training process) on VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset.
PESQ and CSIG are selected as target metrics for optimization. Specifically, in the case of the PESQ (target) and CSIG (KD) combination,
the following process is performed: (1) Train the single CSIG-GAN and obtain the pre-trained generator. (2) Train the single PESQ-GAN
while transferring the knowledge obtained from the pre-trained generator to the generator of PESQ-GAN.

Method Target Metric KD Metric PESQ CSIG CBAK COVL

Single MGAN PESQ (PE) - 3.13 4.13 3.03 3.61
CSIG (CS) - 3.11 4.23 3.07 3.68

Multi-D MGAN PE+CS - 3.14 4.21 3.09 3.67

Multi-node MGAN PE+CS - 3.13 4.22 3.15 3.68

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours) PE CS 3.20 4.23 3.11 3.71
CS PE 3.12 4.25 3.10 3.68

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours) PE CS 3.24 4.23 3.07 3.73
CS PE 3.19 4.26 3.12 3.72

MGAN-Standard KD (ours) PE CS 3.17 4.23 3.09 3.69
CS PE 3.15 4.24 3.09 3.68

MetricGAN with the standard KD approach is observed to outperform existing single- and multi-metric methods significantly
with respect to target metrics, i.e., PESQ and CSIG. This reveals that the proposed distillation scheme is the effective method
for the multi-metric optimization of MetricGAN. Although the standard KD approach functions well, it exhibits limited
performance improvements compared to the proposed method, MetricGAN-OKD. This implies that the OKD training
scheme synergizes between multiple models trained in terms of different metrics during training.

D.2. Another design of the proposed method

To allow flexibility and scalability of the proposed method, we executed additional experiments for another design as follows:
its framework consists of one generator and two discriminators. One discriminator is trained with respect to two target
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metrics (e.g. SIIB and HASPI), and another discriminator is trained in terms of another target metric (e.g., ESTOI). The
single generator learns from the gradients of multiple discriminators. The results are shown in Table 11.

Table 11. Evaluation results on the Harvard Sentences dataset. SIIB, HASPI, and ESTOI are selected as target metrics for optimization.
Method # Gs # Ds # D nodes # Target metrics Target Metric KD Metric SIIB HASPI ESTOI

Multi-D MGAN 1 3 1/1/1 3 S/H/E - 67.7 4.42 0.332

Multi-node MGAN 1 1 3 3 S+H+E - 71.1 4.53 0.328

MGAN-OKD v1 3 3 1/1/1 3 S H, E 79.4 4.78 0.382

MGAN-OKD v2 3 1 3 3 S H, E 76.3 4.68 0.374

MGAN-OKD another design 2 2 2/1 3 S+H E 79.1 4.67 0.373
2 2 2/1 3 E S+H 74.8 4.56 0.375

MGAN-OKD another design 2 2 2/1 3 E+S H 75.9 4.57 0.367
2 2 2/1 3 H E+S 73.8 4.51 0.379

The results show that the various combinations of the proposed method still outperform existing multi-metric methods,
indicating that the proposed method is flexible and scalable with respect to design. We dealt with combinations involving
three target metrics, but if there are more than four target metrics, more combinations are also possible.

D.3. Efficacy of ensemble

The proposed method creates as many generators as the number of target metrics. Therefore, we verify the efficacy of the
ensemble of multiple models, as shown in Tables 12 and 13. As universally expected, the results reveal that the ensemble of
models improves overall performance. Note that ensembles are performed with equal weights.

Table 12. Ensemble results for VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset based on the experiments in Table 2.

Method Target Metric KD Metric PESQ CSIG CBAK COVL

Multi-D MGAN PE+CS - 3.14 4.21 3.09 3.67

Multi-node MGAN PE+CS - 3.13 4.22 3.15 3.68

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours)
PE CS 3.20 4.23 3.11 3.71
CS PE 3.12 4.25 3.10 3.68

Ensemble 3.19 4.29 3.13 3.74

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours)
PE CS 3.24 4.23 3.07 3.73
CS PE 3.19 4.26 3.12 3.72

Ensemble 3.25 4.29 3.11 3.77

Table 13. Ensemble results for VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset based on the experiments in Table 3.
Method Target Metric KD Metric PESQ CSIG CBAK COVL

Multi-D MGAN PE+CS+CB+CO - 3.12 4.18 3.25 3.65

Multi-node MGAN PE+CS+CB+CO - 3.09 4.22 3.24 3.67

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours)

PE CS+CB+CO 3.14 4.22 3.24 3.67
CS PE+CB+CO 3.11 4.25 3.25 3.67
CB PE+CS+CO 2.98 4.12 3.32 3.53
CO PE+CS+CB 3.13 4.29 3.23 3.71

Ensemble 3.14 4.30 3.29 3.73

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours)

PE CS+CB+CO 3.15 4.26 3.25 3.71
CS PE+CB+CO 3.12 4.26 3.22 3.69
CB PE+CS+CO 3.10 4.26 3.30 3.69
CO PE+CS+CB 3.13 4.27 3.24 3.71

Ensemble 3.17 4.31 3.28 3.75
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D.4. Various target metric combinations

In Tables 14 to 18, the experiments with different combinations of evaluation metrics, which are omitted from the main body
of the paper, are conducted.

Table 14. Evaluation results on VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset. PESQ and CBAK are selected as target metrics for optimization.

Method Target Metric KD Metric PESQ CSIG CBAK COVL

Single MGAN PESQ (PE) - 3.13 4.13 3.03 3.61
CBAK (CB) - 2.97 4.10 3.32 3.53

Multi-D MGAN PE+CB - 3.06 4.13 3.29 3.59

Multi-node MGAN PE+CB - 3.05 4.19 3.27 3.62

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours)
PE CB 3.13 4.21 3.26 3.67
CB PE 2.95 4.12 3.30 3.54

Ensemble 3.09 4.23 3.32 3.67

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours)
PE CB 3.17 4.18 3.24 3.67
CB PE 3.05 4.15 3.33 3.60

Ensemble 3.15 4.22 3.31 3.69

Table 15. Evaluation results on VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset. PESQ and COVL are selected as target metrics for optimization.

Method Target Metric KD Metric PESQ CSIG CBAK COVL

Single MGAN PESQ (PE) - 3.13 4.13 3.03 3.61
COVL (CO) - 3.12 4.20 3.14 3.69

Multi-D MGAN PE+CO - 3.09 4.20 3.14 3.64

Multi-node MGAN PE+CO - 3.09 4.16 3.13 3.61

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours)
PE CO 3.17 4.19 3.13 3.67
CO PE 3.15 4.23 3.13 3.69

Ensemble 3.19 4.26 3.15 3.72

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours)
PE CO 3.13 4.23 3.11 3.68
CO PE 3.15 4.24 3.16 3.69

Ensemble 3.17 4.27 3.16 3.72

Table 16. Evaluation results on the Harvard Sentences dataset. SIIB and HASPI are selected as target metrics for optimization.

Method Target Metric KD Metric SIIB HASPI ESTOI

Unmodified - - 25.42 2.51 0.313

Single MGAN SIIB (S) - 69.78 4.43 0.269
HASPI (H) - 65.50 4.49 0.291

Multi-D MGAN S+H - 74.01 4.59 0.303

Multi-node MGAN S+H - 78.00 4.60 0.306

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours) S H 79.26 4.70 0.362
H S 81.30 4.72 0.347

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours) S H 80.25 4.64 0.351
H S 81.19 4.63 0.341
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Table 17. Evaluation results on the Harvard Sentences dataset. SIIB and ESTOI are selected as target metrics for optimization.

Method Target Metric KD Metric SIIB HASPI ESTOI

Single MGAN SIIB (S) - 69.78 4.43 0.269
ESTOI (E) - 58.57 4.05 0.355

Multi-D MGAN S+E - 73.99 4.35 0.363

Multi-node MGAN S+E - 71.55 4.37 0.356

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours) S E 80.96 4.59 0.374
E S 78.91 4.57 0.388

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours) S E 75.29 4.52 0.384
E S 78.15 4.53 0.369

Table 18. Evaluation results on the Harvard Sentences dataset. HASPI and ESTOI are selected as target metrics for optimization.

Method Target Metric KD Metric SIIB HASPI ESTOI

Single MGAN HASPI (H) - 65.50 4.49 0.291
ESTOI (E) - 58.57 4.05 0.355

Multi-D MGAN H+E - 68.03 4.23 0.336

Multi-node MGAN H+E - 69.82 4.28 0.344

MGAN-OKD v1 (ours) H E 75.62 4.60 0.388
E H 76.71 4.66 0.376

MGAN-OKD v2 (ours) H E 77.57 4.59 0.380
E H 77.79 4.58 0.379

Table 19. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset.

Method Params PESQ

Encoder-Decoder structure
DEMUCS-L (Defossez et al., 2020) 33.5M 3.07
SE-Conformer (Kong et al., 2022) - 3.13

MANNER (Park et al., 2022) 24.1M 3.21

Diffusion-based methods
CDiffuSE-Base (Lu et al., 2022) 2.6M 2.44
CDiffuSE-Large (Lu et al., 2022) - 2.52
SGMSE+ (Richter et al., 2022) 65M 2.93
Unfolded CD (Yen et al., 2022) 5.6M 2.77

MetricGAN-based methods
Single MGAN (PE) 1.9M 3.13

MGAN-OKD v1-PE,CS (ours) 1.9M 3.20
MGAN-OKD v2-PE,CS (ours) 1.9M 3.24

D.5. Comparison with State-of-the-art SE Methods

We compared the proposed method with recent encoder-decoder and diffusion-based methods. The results are shown in
Table 19. The results indicate that the proposed method outperforms different methods while requiring significantly fewer
model parameters.
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E. Network Architecture
In the SE and LE experiments, the G and D structures proposed in MetricGAN+ (Fu et al., 2021) are adopted. G consists of
two bidirectional-LSTM (Weninger et al., 2015) layers with 200 hidden nodes and two fully-connected layers with 300
and 257 nodes for mask estimation. The input x ∈ R1×T×F of G is the magnitude spectrogram of noisy speech, which is
generated using window and hop lengths of 512 and 256, respectively. Here, T and F denote the time length and frequency
bin of the spectrogram. The enhanced spectrogram is obtained by applying the mask to the input spectrogram. Note that
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and inverse STFT are used to transform between speech signal and spectrogram. D is
composed of four 2D convolution layers with a 5× 5 kernel, an average-pooling layer, and three fully-connected layers. All
layers of D are followed by spectral normalization (Miyato et al., 2018) and LeakyReLU (Xu et al., 2015), except for the
pooling and the final fully-connected layer.

F. Discussion and Configurations for Loss Landscape and Generalization
As discussed in Section 5.2, the loss landscapes of existing multi-metric methods exhibit sharper regions and more
fluctuations than those of the single-metric method and the proposed methods. However, the loss landscapes of existing
multi-metric methods are not as severely non-convex as the loss landscapes of ResNet without skip connections shown in the
study (Li et al., 2018). This can be attributed to the simple structure of the generator, comprising two bidirectional-LSTM
layers and two fully-connected layers. Li et al. (2018) demonstrated that the loss landscape becomes more chaotic as the
complexity of the network increases. Therefore, we intend to apply MetricGAN-OKD to more complex generators and
investigate changes in the loss landscapes with respect to the five training schemes.

For visualization of loss landscapes depicted in Figure 3, we used the official code provided by Li et al. (2018) and the
ParaView tool for rendering. For the configuration of loss landscapes, the resolutions are set to 100 × 100, creating
10,000 points on 2D projection space in aggregate, and the losses are calculated using 10% of the training samples of the
VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset. For LibriSpeech (Panayotov et al., 2015) test-clean sets with added new noises, the 20 types
of noise provided by Hu & Wang (2010) and 20 dB of SNR are used.

G. Limitations and Future Work
The proposed method does not affect the inference time of the model as it is a training method. However, it suffers from
some limitations in terms of training costs. As MetricGAN-OKD contains multiple generators, the cost of the generator
training process increases linearly with the number of target metrics. Although the proposed method increases generator
training time, it still accounts for a small portion of the total training time because of the overhead of the discriminator
training process, as presented in Table 9. Nevertheless, as the complexity of the generator increases, the total training time
of the proposed method can increase significantly.

In future work, we intend to address the aforementioned limitations by designing an efficient training scheme for multi-metric
optimization based on the concept of self-knowledge distillation or a siamese network, involving a single generator. Further,
MetricGAN-OKD v2 is observed to outperform v1 on SE, whereas the reverse is true on LE. The main difference between
v1 and v2 is as follows: each discriminator of v1 mimics a single metric function, and the multi-node discriminator of v2
learns from multiple metrics. This difference and experimental results imply that the discriminator has good and bad cases to
learn simultaneously different metrics depending on the properties of evaluation metrics. Therefore, we intend to investigate
these causes in terms of discriminator training.

Finally, this study demonstrated that the OKD training scheme is an effective method to mitigate conflicts between multiple
objectives when optimizing them. Therefore, this approach can be utilized for various tasks that combine multiple losses,
such as depth estimation, pose estimation, and semantic segmentation.
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